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Abstract-Green, Dowling, Siegel and Ripps (1975) J. gen. Physiof. 65, 483-502 found that both 
receptors and post-receptoral elements regulate the process of light adaptation in skate retina. As a test 
of the generality of this conclusion, we repeated their experiments on the retina of the intact albino rat. 
Increment threshold and intensity-response functions of aspartate-isolated receptor potentials, ERG 
b-waves and single retinal ganglion cell axons were measured, and all were found to be similar to those 
described by Green et al. (1975). In particular, the adaptive properties of the b-wave and ganglion cells 
were similar to each other, but different from those of the receptor potential. We conclude that the 
retinal mechanisms of light adaptation are similar in rat and skate. 

INTRODUCI’ION 

Until about ten years ago, the changes in sensitivity 
that occur during light adaptation were believed 
to originate somewhere beyond the photorecep- 
tors. This belief was based on convincing evidence 
that adaptive effects can spread laterally across the 
retina; that is, illumination of one area of the retina 

can influence the sensitivity of areas that are not 
themselves illuminated (Lipetz, 1961; Rushton and 
Westheimer, 1962; Rushton, 1965; Cleland and 
Enroth-Cugell, 1968; Easter, 1968). These experiments 
demonstrated that the adaptive state of a given retinal 
area (subserved by one set of receptors) is dependent 
upon the adaptive state of a distant area (subserved 
by a different set of receptors), and most investigators 
concluded that the changes in sensitivity they ob- 
served must have resulted from a pooling of signals 
from many receptors. In the 1960’s, when these ex- 
periments were published, it was assumed that each 
photoreceptor was an independent light detector. The 
possibility that any part of the pooling might occur 
within the photoreceptor layer itself therefore seemed 
remote. The most reasonable inference at the time 
was that all visual adaptation occurred proximal to 
the receptors. 

Several observations during the 1970’s caused this 
belief to be modified. First, recordings of the late 
receptor potential of the ERG showed that the pres- 
ence of a steady background can desensitize primate 
cones (Boynton and Whitten, 1970). Second, record- 
ings of the isolated receptor potential showed that 
skate rods (Dowling and Ripps, 1972), goldfish rods 
and cones (Witkovsky et al., 1973). frog rods and 

cones (Hood and Hock, 1973; Hood et al., 1973) and 
mudpuppy rods and cones (Normann and Werblin, 
1974) display the full range of adaptive phenomena. 
Third, intracellular recordings from single photo- 
receptors showed that they can contribute substan- 
tially to the changes in sensitivity that occur in more 
proximal neurons (Grabowski et al., 1972; Baylor and 
Hodgkin, 1974; Werblin, 1974; Kleinschmidt and 
Dowling, 1975; Fain, 1976). All of these observations 
are inconsistent with the idea that adaptation does 
not occur in photoreceptors. We now know in ad- 
dition that rods (and at least one class of cone) in 
cold-blooded vertebrate retinas are electrotonically 
coupled (Baylor et al., 1971; Fain, 1975; Schwartz, 
1975; Copenhagen and Owen, 1976). This means that 
each photoreceptor is not an independent light detec- 
tor, as had previously been assumed, and thus that 
the lateral spread of adaptation observed earlier could 
be due at least in part to pooling of signals within the 
photoreceptor layer. That is, adaptive signals might 
spread from one photoreceptor to another via interre- 
ceptor contacts. By the mid-70’s, then, it was clear 
that some kind of visual adaptation must occur 
within the photoreceptors themselves. 

In 1975, Green et al., reported results of experi- 
ments on skate retina that were designed to dis- 
tinguish between receptoral and nonreceptoral com- 
ponents of adaptation. Their experiments showed that 
two principal mechanisms regulate visual sensitivity: 
one mediated by the photoreptors and the other by 
retinal components proximal to the photoreceptors. 
By examining the adaptive properties at different 
neuronal levels within the retina, they were able to 
establish the conditions under which each mechanism 
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predominates in the control of overall retinal sensi- 
tivity. For example. they found that weak steady 
backgrounds can depress the sensitivity of b-wave and 
ganglion cell responses while having virtually no 

efect on the photoreceptors and hortrontal cells. 
Under these conditions. the loss in sensitivity must be 
due to the influence of elements beyond the horizon- 
tal cells. With brighter adapting backgrounds. incre- 
ment thresholds of receptors and more proximal ele- 

ments increased in parallel. suggesting that under 
these conditions the receptors themselves govern sen- 
sitivity. Thus. in skate retma. the neural “network” 
regulates sensitivity at low levels of adaptation and 

the photoreceptors regulate sensitivity at high levels 
of adaptation. 

It now seems clear that several adaptive mechan- 
isms participate in the determination of retinal sensi- 
tivity. and that the mechanisms may differ for rod and 
cone systems (Hock and Hood. 1978). One unresolved 
question. however, is whether the mechanisms of 
adaptation in warm-blooded animals arc fundamen- 
tally different from those in cold-blooded animals: the 

answer to this question is of considerable interest to 
those who study vision in animals as a model for 
vision in humans. In this paper. we present the results 

of experiments similar to those of Green or ctl. (1975) 
on an Intact mammalian retina. Prehminary results 
were reported in Powers and Green (197Xb). 

\IETHODS 

We used albino rats (Sprague+Dawley): 4 males 
(280 -440 g body w t) and 12 females ( 177 3 10 g) raised 
in our colony under dim red illumination, Each rat 
was placed in total darkness at least 15 hr prior to 
surgery. and all surgical procedures were carried out 

in dim red illumination. 
Animals from which optic tract units were to be 

recorded were anesthetized vvith urethane (1 S g. kg 
body wt. maximum dose). ERG’s were recorded from 
rats that had received either urethane or Nembutal 
(30 mg kg). No difference in ERG’s from these two 
groups could be detected. 

Preparation for single unit experiments has been 

described before (Powers and Green. 1978a). A can- 
nula was placed in the trachea. and another in the 
femoral vein: these animals were paralyzed during 

recording by constant infusion of a solution contain- 
ing 10 mg,kg per hr gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil). 
0.67 mg, kg per hr tubocurarine chloride. 30 mg:kg per 
hr urethane and l.0cm3.ikg per hr S’,, dextrose in 
saline, Animals from which ERG’s were to be 
recorded were not paralyzed. and hence had no can- 
nulae inserted. 

For all experiments. the rat was placed in a rigid 
head holder (Baltimore Instruments sterotaxic device) 
on a rotatable platform. The pupil of the left (test) eye 
was dilated by topical application of lo, atropine sul- 

fate solution. and the lids retracted by applying slight 

tension to silk threads stitched to the upper and lower 
lid margins. 

In most cases. different animals served as subjects 
in ERG and single unit experiments; however. wc 
tried to record both b-wave and receptor potential in 
every ERG animal. If the eye appeared undamaged at 
the conclusion of the experiment and if the anesthetic 
had been Nembutal. the rat was allowed to recover 
and then used in a single unit experiment. Single unit 
experiments were always acute: if the physiological 
condition was satisfactory at the end of an expcri- 
ment. we also recorded b-wave amplitudes. 

Our technique was conventional, and has been 
reported before (Green, 1973). A cotton wick elec- 
trode was placed on the cornea, in as peripheral a 
location as possible. The electrode was soaked in rat 
Ringer’s and the eye was irrigated frequently with 
Ringer’s in order to maintain good electrical contact. 
A silver wire placed in one nostril served as the rcfer- 
ence electrode. Signals were amplified (recording 
bandwidth 0.2-50 Hz) and displayed on a storage os- 
cilloscope. Figure IA shows a sample ERG b-wave 

record. 

Animals were prepared surgically as for b-waves. 
and we used the same electrodes. headholder. stimuli 
and electronics as for the b-wave. except that the 

recordings were d.c. coupled (bandwidth O-50 Hz). 
The receptor potential was isolated from the 

influence of nonreceptoral elements by injecting small 
volumes (about 0.1 ml) of 100 mM sodium aspartate 
Rmger into the eye. We had many technical failures; 
only the most successful procedure is described below. 

The globe was punctured with a 30 ga. hypodermic 
needle in its ventral aspect. as far from the anterior 
surface as possible. Then quickly. another 30ga. 
hypodermic needle was inserted into the globe dor- 
sally. We could visualize this penetration, and thus 
ensure that it vvas posterior to the lens and that the 
ttp of the needle lay roughly central in the eye. Some- 
times an exudate appeared at the ventral puncture 
site, and sometimes not. The degree to which the 
receptor potential was isolated did not seem to corre- 
late with this occurrence. 

This procedure resulted in complete suppression of 
the b-wave within a few minutes following the injec- 
tion (see Fig. I). Isolation usually remained complete 
for at least 30min. which was sufficient to finish the 

experimental series. 
Examples of the receptor potentials we obtained 

are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the maximum amph- 
tude exceeds that of the b-wave. and that the time to 
peak is longer than the b-wave. In addition, aspartate 
isolates a PI11 which lacks a c-wave; in this regard its 
action resembles those of sodium azide and ischemia 
(Weidner. 1976). 
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Fig. 1. (A) ERG of dark-reared albino rat, prior to aspar- 
tate injection. Note prominent c-wave. I = -3.Olog units 
from maximum. (B) 3 min following intraocular injection of 
100 mM sodium aspartate. A small upward inflection 
remains (probably from the b-wave), and the c-wave still 
appears. (C) 5 min following aspartate injection. The 
c-wave is completely absent, and only a hint of the b-wave 
remains. (D) Intensity series of aspartate-isolated receptor 
potential. beginning 6 min following injection and ending 
30 min later. Bottom trace I = -0.5 log units from maxi- 
mum (unfiltered xenon arc lamp). Successive traces are for 
intensity steps of 0.5 log units, with the final (threshold) 
intensity at -4.5 log units below maximum. Arrow shows 
response at - 3.0 log units. which is the same intensity used 
in A, B. and C. This series was run in descending order of 

intensity. Calibration bars 0.5 set and 1.2 V. 

Retinal ganglion cell axons 

The methodology has been described in detail 
before (Powers and Green, 1978a). Briefly, tungsten- 
in-glass microelectrodes (Levick, 1972) were used to 
isolate action potentials from single retinal ganglion 
cell axons in the optic tract of paralyzed animals. 
These impulses were analyzed on-line by a laboratory 
computer system (Data General NOVA II). We used 
the same head-holder and stimuli as for the b-wave 
and receptor potential experiments. Units were 
defined as on- and off-center based upon their recep- 
tive field organization, determined by means of a 
small spot stimulus flashed on a tangent screen. 

Stimulus 

Stimulation was provided via a simple optical sys- 
tem. The source for the background light was a 108 W 
solid ribbon filament tungsten lamp (GE type 
18A-TlO-2P), and that for the test beam was a 150 W 
Osram xenon arc lamp. The unattenuated back- 
ground was estimated to produce a flux of 6.0 x 10“ 
quanta absorbed per set in each rod and the un- 
attenuated test 1.2 x lo5 quanta per set absorbed in 
each rod. The procedure used to estimate quanta1 

absorption can be found in Green et al. (1977) or 
Cicerone and Green (1980). Throughout this paper, 
intensity is given in terms of the logarithmic attenu- 
ation of the light beam (IT = test, Is = background) 
produced by neutral density filters. 

A diffuser (l/2 ping-pong ball) was taped over the 
test eye; the other eye remained closed. The stimuli 
filled the diffuser completely, and test and back- 
ground were spatially coincident. Broad-band “white” 
light was used for all experiments reported here, with 
the exception of those in Fig 7, where we used mono- 
chromatic test flashes (produced by interference fil- 
ters). Test flash duration was 2OOmsec. Ample time 
was allowed for dark adaptation between flashes of 
higher intensities and for light adaptation to newly 
introduced backgrounds before determining the re- 
sponse to a test flash (Green, 1973). 

Measurement of the response 

Absolute and incremental thresholds were deter- 
mined for all three responses (b-wave, receptor poten- 
tial and ganglion cells). We arbitrarily defined 
threshold for b-wave and receptor potentials as a 
5OpV change in potential during stimulus presen- 
tation. This difference was largely dictated by the level 
of noise in the electronics. Threshold for ganglion cell 
fibers was defined as one extra spike per test stimulus 
presentation, averaged over 10 presentations. We 
made such judgments from computer-generated post- 
stimulus time histograms that were produced on-line 
during the experiments (cf: Powers and Green, 1978a; 
Cicerone and Green, 1980). 

The amplitude of each response to test stimuli of 
varying intensities was also recorded. For the b-wave 
and the isolated receptor potential, peak amplitude 
was measured relative to baseline values before pres- 
entation of the test flash. For ganglion cell axons, the 
number of spikes during stimulus presentation was 
measured relative to the average ongoing firing rate 
before presentation of the test flash. These measure- 
ments were then used to construct intensity response 
(IR) functions. For each animal we measured IR func- 
tions for test flashes presented under three different 
conditions: (1) with no background, (2) with a back- 
ground that increased b-wave threshold by about 
1 log unit (log I = -3.8) and (3) with a background 
that increased b-wave threshold by about 2 log units 
(log I = -2.8). 

Each test flash was presented consecutively 4-6 
times for both threshold and IR determinations; 
values reported here are means. 

RESULTS 

ERG 

The b-wave of the ERG was similar in form to 
previous reports (Dowling, 1967; Green, 1971, 1973) 
as was the aspartate-isolated receptor potential 
(Green, 1973; Green and Dowling, 1975). (See Fig, I.) 
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Fig. 2. lntenstty vs response functtons for the b-wave. Data 
from one animal. tested under three background con- 
ditions. Each point is the average amplttude of 4-6 presen- 

tations of the stimulus. Ctrcles: no background present. 

Squares: background selected to reduce b-wave absolute 

sensitt\it) by approxnnately I log umt (log I = -3.81. 
Trtangles: background selected to reduce b-wave absolute 

sensitivity by 2 lop untts (log I = -7.8). 

Contrary to previous reports (Dodt and Echte. 1961: 

Weidner. 1976). however. a c-wave was present in the 
ERG of every animal we tested. Evidence has since 
been obtained that c-waves are absent in albino rats 
reared in ordinary colony conditions (with cyclic 
fluorescent lighting). but present in albinos reared in 
dim red light: that evidence is summarized elsewhere 

(Graves et al.. 1979: Graves and Green. 1980). 
Figure 2 shows a representative intensity vs re- 

sponse function for the b-wave for one animal, With 

no background (circles). threshold response was 
obtained when the test was 6log units dimmer than 

maximum. Higher intensities produced larger 
b-waves. but at about 2.5 log units above threshold 
the response grew no farther. 

Intensity-response functions for test flashes super- 
imposed on backgrounds that reduced b-wave 
threshold by 1 (squares) or 2 (triangles) log units had 
reduced maximum amplitudes: the baseline potential 
also shifted upon presentation of these backgrounds. 

Figure 3 shows intensity-response functions for the 
isolated receptor potential from the same animal as 
in Fig. 2. With no background present (circles). 
threshold response was obtained when the test flash 
was about 4.3 log units dimmer than maximum. Thus. 
absolute threshold for the receptor potential was 
about 1.7 log units higher than for the b-wave. 

When we imposed a background that increased 
b-wave threshold by one log unit. threshold for the 

receptor potential remained unchanged (squares in 
Fig. 3). A background that increased b-wave 
threshold by 2 log units (triangles) had a much 
smaller effect on the receptor potential: it shifted 

threshold by only a factor of 3. The dimmer back- 
ground did not reduce maximum response amplitude. 
but the brighter background did (see also Fig. 6a). In 
addition. the brighter background produced a shift of 
the intensity-response function toward higher 
intensities. although the shift was smaller fat- the 
receptor potential than for the h-wave under the same 
conditions. 

Optic, trwt fihera 

Figures 4 and 5 show sample intensity-response 
functions from retinal ganglion cell axons. It is readily 

apparent that absolute threshold (circles) was lower 
than for either the b-wave or receptor potential. In 
general, the ganglion cells from which we recorded 
were 1 log unit more sensitive than b-waves. a finding 
that was confirmed when b-wave and ganglion cell 
data were obtained from the same animal. Ganglion 
cells were generally about 2.5 log units more sensitive 

than the receptor potential. 

The effect of background illumination on ganglion 
ceil response was similar to the effect on b-wave re- 

sponse, in the sense that the entire curve was shifted 
to the right when a background was added. However. 
the shift was larger in ganglion cells for a given back- 
ground. and there was no apparent reduction 
in the maximum spike discharge when a background 
was imposed. 

. 
Receptor potential 

I 

Fig. 3. Intensity vs response functtons for the tsolatcd 
receptor potential from the same animal as in Fig. 2. Each 
point represents mean amplitude over 4-6 stimulus presen- 

tations. Symbols as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4. Intensity vs response functions for a single fetinal 
ganglion cell axon (off-center). Each point represents the 
mean number of spikes above baseline in 10 presentations 

of the same stimulus. Symbols as in Fig. 2. 

We recorded similar functions from 14 additional 
units in optic tract. No difference was observed 
between on- and off-center units. 

Comparison across retinal levels 

Figure 6 shows mean intensity-response functions 
for 4 receptor potentiat experiments (top panel), 5 
b-wave experiments (middle panel) and a single rep- 
resentative ganglion cell experiment (bottom panel). 
All responses have been scaled in order to facilitate 
comparison among the three categories of response. 

Several relations are apparent. First, with no back- 
ground present (circles), the intensity-response func- 
tions are similar in form for all three response types. 
Each is essentially sigmoid, and shows evidence of 
saturation at the higher intensities. In fact, if they 
were shifted horizontally, in the absence of any back- 
ground illumination, the three curves would superim- 
pose quite well. 

The differences in absotute sensitivity are illustrated 
in this figure as well. Note that in order to superim- 
pose the lower portion of the intensity-response 
functions (circles) at I = -4, one would have to shift 
the b-wave function rightward by nearly 2 log units, 
and the ganglion cell function by nearly 3 log units. 

Backgrounds of the intensities we used clearly had 
more influence upon b-wave and ganglion cell re- 
sponses than upon the receptor potential (squares and 
triangles in Fig. 6). Furthermore, the b-wave and 
ganglion cell responses were not altered in the same 
way when the test was superimposed on a back- 
ground field: b-wave maximum amplitude was con- 

sistently decreased, whereas maximum ganglion cell 
spike output was not. 

Figure 7 shows incremental thresholds for mid- and 
long-wavelength test stimuli on white backgrounds 
for all three response types. The placement of the 
curves on the ordinate has been adjusted so that (1) 
absolute thresholds of a given response type coincide 
for both test wavelengths, (2) absolute thresholds for 
receptor potential and b-wave coincide. and (3) the 
lower portion of the b-wave and ganglion cell curves 
coincide. 

As in the skate (see Fig. 4 in Green et ul.. 1975) the 
increment threshold curves for the b-wave and gang- 
lion cells superimpose, and both lie to the left of the 
receptor potential curve. But in contrast to the skate. 
the increment threshold curves from the rat reflect the 
influence of more than one class of photoreceptor. 
Note that both b-wave and ganglion cell curves 
diverge as a function of test wavelength at high Is, 
and that the slope of the receptor potential curve 
differs from that ofthe two proximal responses at low I& 
These differences are almost certainly due to the pres- 
ence of photopic receptors in the rat (Green, 1971. 
1973), which are absent in skate (Dowling and Ripps, 
1970). 

The backgrounds used in generating the intensity- 
response functions in previous figures (Figs 2-6) were 
-3.8 and -2.8 log units on the abscissa of Fig. 7. 
Comparing the increment thresholds upon those 
backgrounds with the intensity-response functions in 
Fig. 6 demonstrates that there were no observable 
changes in response amplitude of the receptor poten- 
tial until the intensity of the background was suf- 

ficient to cause an inflection in the increment 
threshold curve for the receptor potential. That is, a 

i- 

Gang1 ion cell 

8 : 

Log 1, 

Fig. 5. Intensity vs response functions for a second gang- 
lion cell fiber from the same animal as in Fig. 4. This was 
also an off-center unit. Symbols as in Fig. 2. Note the 
difference in scale on the ordinate between Figs 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of intensity vs response functions 
across levels of retinal processing. (A) Mean response 
amplitudes for receptor potential experiments from 4 prep- 
arations. (B) Mean response amplitudes for b-wave experi- 
ments from 5 preparations. (C) Intensity vs response func- 
tion from the ganglion cell experiment shown in Fig. 4. All 
values have been scaled to show percent maximum re- 
sponse, to facilitate comparison. Bars &- 1 SEM; symbols 

as in Fig. 2. 

background of -3.8 log units (which strongly 
desensitized the proximal elements) affected neither 
the increment threshold nor the intensity-response 
function of the receptor potential, while a background 
one iog unit brighter (- 2.8) affected both. 

DISCUSSION 

This is the first direct comparison of light adap- 
tation at three different levels of retinal processing in 
a mammalian retina. Dowling (1967). whose results 
are similar to ours for the b-wave and receptor poten- 
tial, did not report on ganglion cell activity from rat 
retina. Dowling used two techniques for recording 
receptoral responses. He measured the a-wave of the 
ordinary ERG, and he also measured the receptor 
potential from eyes in which the retinal circulation 
was impeded. The aspartate-infusion technique we 

used in the present series of experiments gave results 
that resemble Dowling’s. 

The experiments reported here show that dim 
backgrounds can significantly alter the sensitivity of 
postreceptor elements in mammalian retina irt r+rct 
without affecting the sensitivity of the receptors them- 

selves. The validity of this conclusion rests on the 
assumption that the aspartate-isolated potential is a 
reasonable indicator of receptor activity. is that 
assumption warranted in the case of our experiments? 
The retina was certainly in poorer physiological con- 
dition following exposure to aspartate: in particular. 
the disappearance of the c-wave in our recordings 

may indicate that we did more than simply “isolate 
receptors”. Moreover, the large, slow isolated poten- 
tials we measured were probably contaminated by 
contributions from slow PI11 (Faber, 1969). It has 

been suggested, however. that slow PIII arises from 
Miiller cells in response to the light-induced decrease: 
in potassium concentration in the region of the 
photoreceptor outer segments (Witkovsky r’f cl/., 1975: 

Oakley and Green. 1976). Recent experiments on rab- 
bits lend support to this notion for mammalian 

retina (Lurie and Marmor, 1980). Because it 1s the 

photoreceptor responses that provide the driving 
force underlying the potassium changes (Oakley 6’1 trl.. 
1979) and presumably slow PIII as well, the charac- 
teristics of the aspartate-isolated potential we 
measured are surely at least correlated with the 
characteristics of the photoreceptors, and hence they 
are a reasonable indication of the adaptive state of the 
photoreceptors. As far as the present experiments are 
concerned. it matters not in determining whether 
receptors are adapted whether one measures the 
receptor potential or its correlates. The point remains 
the same: dim backgrounds can significantly alter the 
sensitivity of postreceptor elements without affecting 
the receptors themselves. 

Figure 6 of this paper is similar to Fig. 3 in Green 
er ul. (19751, which compares intensity-response func- 
tions for the receptor potential. S-potential and 
b-wave of the skate retina. Our results for the recep- 
tor potentiaf and b-wave (Fig. 6A and B) are virtually 
identical to theirs; a background that shifted the 
b-wave curve 1 log unit to the right and decreased its 
amplitude had no effect on the receptor potential. 
When Green et ui. (1975) tested brighter backgrounds, 
they found that a background that shifted the b-wave 
curve 2 log units did have an adapting effect on the 
receptor potential. We find the same is true in the rat. 
Figure 6A shows that the brighter background results 
in (a) further depression of the b-wave maximum 
amplitude and (b) a small shift to the right and slight 
depression of maximum amplitude of the receptor 
potential. 

Our results thus confirm those of Green c’t (II. 
(l975), and extend them to a mammalian retina. Like 
Green et ui. (1975), we find that the adaptive proper- 
ties of the b-wave and ganglion cells are similar to 
one another. but different from the adaptive proper- 
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Fig, 7. Increment threshold functions for a ganglion cell (squares). for the b-wave (circles) and for the 
receptor potential (triangles), Open symbols: 500 nm test. Closed symbols: 625 nm test for b-wave and 
receptor potential and 600 nm for ganglion cell. Background tungsten white. as in other figures. B-wave 
and receptor potential were recorded from the same animal (though different from the one shown in Figs 

2 and 3). 

ties of the receptors. We also find, as they did, that the 
absolute threshold differs across retinal elements, and 
that the receptors appear to be less sensitive than the 
more proximal elements. One must keep in mind, 
however, that the response we attribute to the recep- 

tors is a massed response that originates in many 
receptors and is recorded at the cornea. Such a signal 
may be significantly attenuated relative to one that 

might be recorded from each receptor directly. 
As in the skate, the loss of sensitivity in the rat 

retina at low levels of illumination must be due to a 
process of “network” adaptation, originating proxi- 
mal to the receptors, because the receptor response 
itself exhibits little change in sensitivity. The loss of 
sensitivity at higher levels of illumination is not as 
easy to interpret, however. In skate retina, the rods 
continue to govern light adaptation with bright back- 
grounds. But in rat retina, cone mechanisms intrude 
when bright backgrounds are used (Green, 1971. 
1973). Thus in rat, we are able to compare the adapt- 
ive properties of rod photoreceptors with those of the 
b-wave and ganglion cells only at lower levels of 
illumination. 

The results of the experiments reported here show 
that the mechanisms of light adaptation to dim back- 
grounds in the albino rat retina are similar to those in 
the skate retina. It seems likely. although we have not 
tested the hypothesis, that the mechanisms of dark 
adaptation would also be similar in skate and rat. In 
fact, the experiments of Ernst and Kemp (1972) show 
clearly that a further stage of dark adaptation exists 

after the processes in the rat retina that give rise to 
PHI. Examination of these mechanisms in other spe- 
cies must be made before we can conclude that there 
are universal principles of light or dark adaptation for 
all vertebrates. 
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